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>>BEST SELLER>> Available in both paperback and electronic download with Kindle/Kindle App#1

in Kindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Business & Money > International > Foreign Exchange#1 in

Kindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Business & Money > Industries > E-commerce > Online Trading#1

in Books > Business & Money > International > Foreign ExchangeFOREX TRADING - The Basics

Explained in Simple Terms(includes a FREE Bonus Trading System and also links through to video

content instructions on how to upload the indicators provided for the system)This book does not

contain an upsell to any other product or serviceMy knowledge of currency trading extends over a

14 year period and has evolved from the old fashioned manual charting when I first started in 2002,

to trading on multiple screens and entering the arena of automated trading.During this time, I have

developed and shared many trading systems for free, and I have also assisted many new Traders

through my various blogs and forum participation. This book is for those of you who are just starting

to consider trading Forex but donâ€™t know where to start, given the abundance of information on

the internet. It is THE first book to read to have an understanding of the very basics. I have

deliberately kept the explanations simple and straightforward so everyone can understand it.Here is

a preview of what is included:What is Forex?Advantages of Trading ForexWhen the Forex market is

openForex pairsWhere we trade ForexChoosing a BrokerImportant information for US based

tradersLot size and equivalent pip valueInformation on riskNews and fundamental analysisTechnical

analysisRisk-reward ratioTypes of ordersHow many pips is enoughTrading psychologyDay trading

or longer term trading?Â Keeping a journal or diaryGet started now, and gain a basic understanding

of how it all works with this book, BEFORE you jump into the world of Forex Trading.Facebook

GroupI share more information in this newly created Group, and you can touch base with me about

the MT4 High Probability Trading Method or any other Forex related matters.http://bit.ly/JAGfx(case

sensitive)You Tube ChannelYou will have to be forgiving of the quality. Â  I do the videos on-the-go,

when I have free time.http://bit.ly/YouTubeJAGfx  (case sensitive)
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After seeing several of my friends have an amazing amount of success with Forex trading, to the

point where they were earning almost double their monthly salary, I knew I had to give it a go. With

all of their advice I managed to make some headway, but it wasn't until I stumbled upon this book

that I actually felt some real traction into the world of Forex. This books gives fantastic insights on

how to find your way in this challenging, but extremely opportunistic, world of trading.

This one is a great book is you want to learn the basis of Forex Trading: what does it mean, how it

works, where it works, when. It is really comprehensible and it goes through every single step

explaing deeply all the process you need to know in order to succeed in trading. There is also a

chapter about the risk reward ratio and one which talks about trading psychology (very intersting!).

Definitelly recommended!

This is one book I wish I had when i started day trading a few years ago. The author explains his

methodology, risk, the importance of discipline, avoiding "revenge trading", being aware of news,

the wisdom of trading only one pair of currencies and much more. Just like you don't need to know

how a car works before driving it, you don't need to know every technical detail about trading in

order to be a trader. Jim knows and enjoys his subject and it shows in his writing. Reading it felt like

I was being guided by a friend on a journey. Beginning and experienced traders will benefit from this

book. Don't be scared, get prepared.

I really enjoyed this book! Jim was able to explain the complex Forex markets in an extremely clear



and concise manner. He highlighted all the key points which we often overlooked and somehow

allowed me to see it again in a very easy way. The book is extremely well edited and based on his

writings you can see that he is a very sincere and honest person sharing everything he knows

upfront in plain simple english. Lastly, he generously shared his trading system for all to learn. I feel

very fortunate to have stumbled upon this book and I believe everyone would too!

This book, using an easy language, explains all things neededto start trading Forex. The included

bonus system is also veryeasy to understand. The system gave me for example 125 pipstrading

EURUSD on 16 th june.

I was a bit skeptical prior to ordering this as it is only 72 pages in length. However the author

covered concepts and principles in a very direct and easy to understand manner. I have read other

authors that would have no doubt used three times the verbiage and none of the clarity possessed

by Jim Brown. All in all I am very pleased with my purchase.

In a landslide of experts and gurus, Jim is a bright light for those with the eyes to see. "Patience,

Courage, Discipline" is his motto. Easy to say, but it takes a Master to accomplish. If you can put

away Fear and Greed and be humble enough to "just do it", then the basics laid out by this

personable Aussie are worth their weight in gold, for he has made all the mistakes, and you can

harvest the wisdom.Highly recommended for the beginner or the failed warrior who has not given up

hope! Forex Trading: The Basics Explained in Simple Terms (Bonus System incl. videos) (Forex,

Forex for Beginners, Make Money Online, Currency Trading, Foreign Exchange, Trading Strategies,

Day Trading)

Very refreshing book in the mass of Forex books. Is indeed "Simple" with the Forex World being

presented in a clear, basic, and understandable manner. Great book for beginners.I am not new to

Forex trading...did a bit 4-5 years ago (lost 40% of my account). The book was a very good

refresher along with worthwhile new info. Has created new interest in Forex and its

challenges.Definitely recommend it to those interested in Forex. "Simple" reminds me of the

philosophy I used and imparted to others during my 55+ years of computer system

activities---remember the "KISS" methodology "KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID".
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